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Accommodating Spaces
By Kristi Cameron

Two Modern homes with vastly different personalities show that a lot can 
be made of a simple rectangle.

Modern houses are often dismissed as little more than 
boxes, simple to the point of sacrifice. But as recent 
back-to-back trips to Chicago and Copenhagen under-
scored, a lot can be done architecturally with a box. It 
was purely chance that I ended up visiting Mies van der 
Rohe’s Farnsworth House (1951) a couple of weeks before 
Hanne Kjærholm gave me a tour of the 1962 home that she 
designed for herself, her husband Poul, and their children. 
Aside from a few superficial similarities—the first is situat-
ed on the Fox River, the latter on the Oresund; both feature 
structural innovations and incorporate elements meant for 
other applications—the two have little in common.

Still, I couldn’t help but compare them, particularly how 
they accommodate life within the box. Mies’s relationship 
with his client famously soured toward the end, and though 
he meant to design the house’s interiors, he never had that 
chance. Dr. Edith Farnsworth, the Chicago physician who 
commissioned the weekend house in Plano, Illinois, com-
plained about feeling on display; she felt like she was fight-
ing the structure: The truth is that in this house with its four 
walls of glass I feel like a prowling animal, always on the 
alert. I am always restless. Even in the evening. I feel like a 
sentinel on guard day and night. I can rarely stretch out and 
relax…what else? I don’t keep garbage under my sink. Do 
you know why? Because you can see the whole “kitchen” 
from the road on the way in here and the can would spoil 
the appearance of the whole house. So I hide it in the closet 
further down from the sink. Mies talks about “free space”: 
but his space is very fixed. I can’t even put a clothes hanger 
in my house without considering how it affects everything 

from outside. Any arrangement of furniture becomes a 
major problem, because the house is transparent, like an 
X-ray. 

The architect confined the interior functions to a central 
wall that holds two bathrooms, the kitchen, utilities, and 
a fireplace. Because he made it of beautiful (and costly) 
primavera wood, Mies avoided cutting any holes or insert-
ing any hardware into it, hiding schloss hinges behind the 
doors and positioning electrical outlets in the marble floor. 
By radically reducing interior walls and all but eliminat-
ing the vertical steel structure, Mies produced the perfect 
platform for experiencing the surrounding landscape. To 
be fair, Farnsworth knew exactly what she was getting (as 
a photo of her studying the plans confirms), and the house 
was strictly designed to be a summer residence, not for 
full-time occupancy. Even though she had to fight for some 
essential concessions—for example, a wardrobe for storing 
personal effects; Mies only wanted to give her a single 
hanger in the bathroom for her clothes. Farnsworth did 
keep and use the house until 1972, when a noisy highway 
was built nearby and she sold it to Lord Peter Palumbo. 
Impossible in an urban context, the Farnsworth House was 
an experiment in transparency—and perhaps the greatest 
artistic achievement in minimalist architecture.

Yet as the saying goes: It’s a nice place to visit….
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Behind the Bars
By Douglas McGray

Will Alsop rethinks prisons—with the help of the inmates.

Prison design is about as unglamorous as architecture can 
get. Corrections agencies want the cheapest cage they can 
buy; communities want the monstrosities out of sight. In-
novation has typically meant anything that will cut costs—
for instance, casting an entire prefabricated cell, from 
the bed frame to the toilet, as a single piece of low-grade 
concrete. But when British nonprofit Rideout (Creative 
Arts for Rehabilitation) approached the architect Will 
Alsop about designing a concept prison—from the inside 
out—he jumped at the chance. If prisons are meant to make 
troubled men and women into citizens, he wondered, might 
there be a social cost to bad prison design? On Alsop’s first 
trip behind bars, he passed around wide sheets of butcher 
paper to a group of inmates, all of them in for at least 15 
years, and asked them to draw a new prison cell. What hap-
pened next shocked him: they drew the cells they had. A 
decade or more of life in prison made it difficult to imagine 
any change in space or routine. “They said, it would be too 
expensive to give us more space,” Alsop recalls. “Perhaps 
it’s more expensive for society not to give you a larger 
space,” he responded. Eventually Alsop scrapped the idea 
of floor plans and asked them instead to draw the view 
from an imaginary cell. All at once the men began to draw 
gardens. In prison, they explained, there is time to watch 
things grow. Incarceration had not simply rewired their 
ideas about space, Alsop realized, it had also warped their 
sense of time.

As he spent more time with the men, Alsop began to feel 
that prison was molding them to prison life, not the life 
they would one day lead beyond the prison walls. It was 
conditioning them to live like animals. Design could do 
something about that, he thought—and without turning cell 

blocks into boutique hotels. Instead of a traditional sprawl-
ing plan, he imagined the blocks as narrow towers, which 
would free up space for working gardens, where inmates 
could get job training. The inmates were also interested 
in construction and food service, so Alsop set aside space 
on the grounds for building sites and added a restaurant, a 
low-power radio station, and a barbershop.

As Alsop facilitated, the men found they had more and 
more to say. Exposed toilets were dehumanizing, they 
argued (and the guards agreed). Many of them had families 
who traveled long distances to visit, but they had nowhere 
to stay. Inmates wished they could lock their own cell 
doors—not from guards but from other inmates. Alsop sug-
gested doors that lock from the inside and a small prison 
hotel, and pondered ways to give prisoners more privacy in 
the john without compromising security. “This is the way 
all things should be designed,” he explains. “It’s not about 
me being some maestro architect and saying whatever I’ve 
designed is good for you.”

Most radically he abandoned massive cell blocks, replac-
ing them with units to house no more than 14 prisoners, 
which he believes could encourage a sense of community. 
While the final product is just a design study—on display 
beginning in September at the National Centre for Citizen-
ship & Law Galleries of Justice, in Nottingham—British 
prison officials have already approached Alsop and Rideout 
for further thoughts on the idea. “We haven’t developed 
the design to any great level of detail,” Alsop says. “But I 
can see that, were we to build it, I’d be very proud of it as 
apiece of architecture.”
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